Mediterranean lifestyle with RUSTICO
For a little holiday feeling, you do not have to travel far. With the planter RUSTICO it is easy to bring
some Mediterranean flair to your own garden, terrace or balcony.
Creative plant arrangements with Mediterranean classics can make a real impact: Fragrant
rosemary or lavender feels right at home in the small RUSTICO 21, while a lemon tree or a colorful
Bougainvillea looks very charming in the larger RUSTICO 35. In white or summery rooibos red,
RUSTICO adds a floral eye-catcher to your balcony or terrace. The all-rounder creates a
Mediterranean flair in the colors sand beige, graphite black and stone gray and embodies the
Mediterranean lifestyle like no other planter. Made from lightweight, high-quality plastic, the planters
are easy to transport and extremely versatile.
Following nature’s example, the LECHUZA sub-irrigation system supplies your plants with all the
necessary nutrients and water by means of a 0.8 or 3.7 liter (0.2 or 1 gal) water reservoir. This
means your plants won’t go thirsty in summer and even when the weather is scorching hot, you can
still enjoy their colorful blooms. The removable drain plug protects from waterlogging on balconies in
heavy rain.
And RUSTICO is also versatile indoors! With its modern colors, it looks great next to the natural
stone surface of the CANTO and the CUBETO.
Available in sand beige, graphite black, stone gray, white and rooibos red as an All-in-One Set,
LECHUZA RUSTICO Color consists of a planter, watering set with water level indicator and
LECHUZA-PON plant substrate.
RUSTICO Color 21 (ØxH): 21 x 20 cm (8 x 8 inches); 1l (0.2 gal) water reservoir
RUSTICO Color 35 (ØxH): 35 x 32 cm (14 x 13 inches); 4l (1 gal) water reservoir
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